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The architectural theory of regional expression is regarded as a kind of strategy 
of solving the contradiction between regionalism and globalization of contemporary 
architecture, which also plays a role of birdge in communicating the two.On one hand 
the regional expression inspires the vigor of regional architecture, on the other hand it 
critically enriches the meaning of modern architecture.  
Material design is one of the most important part of the theory of modern 
regional architecture. The thesis studies the material from two aspects of technique 
and art, indicating the general characteristic of contemporary material design titled 
material. 
With the base of studying on regional theory and material design, the thesis 
brings forward the concept of “combination of technique and art”. Handle material 
artistically, from the perspective of stressing active experience, which diaplays the 
intrinsic characteristic of material sufficiently, at the same time, deal with technique 
rationally, which gives back the intrinsic material and reconstructs material. 
Ultimately, achieve the combination of technique and art through the connotation of 
culture, enriching the regional expression of material in depth and extent.  
The thesis linking instances illustrates how to process the design of material by 
using “combination of technique and art”. Furthermore, from the perspective of 
traditional architectural, use new arts and new nechniques and exerts the potential of 
traditional material while from the perspective of modern architectual material, gives 
the material new regional characteristics by innovative exercises. 
Eventually according to the tendency of design of regionalism, the thesis orients 
the development in future and puts forward some problems to be consulted. Author 
expects that the thesis will help readers to have a primary comprehend of the method 
of regional design in material and offer some reference in practice for the future. 
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